Three-dimensional imaging and analysis of entire peripheral nerves after repair and reconstruction.
We wanted to achieve a three-dimensional (3D), non-destructive imaging and automatic post-analysis and evaluation of reconstructed peripheral nerves without involving cutting and staining processes. We used a laboratory-based micro computed tomography system for imaging, as well as a custom analysis protocol. The sample preparation was also adapted in order to achieve 3D images with true micrometer resolution and suitable contrast. Analysis of the acquired tomograms enabled the quantitative assessment of 3D tissue structures, i.e., surface morphology, nerve fascicles, nerve tissue volume, geometry, and vascular regrowth. The resulting data showed significant differences between operated animals and non-operated controls. Our approach avoids the sampling error associated with conventional 2D visualization approaches and holds promise for automation of the analysis of large series of datasets. We have presented a potential way for 3D imaging and analysis of entire regenerated nerves non-destructively, paving the way for high-throughput analysis of therapeutic conditions of treating adult nerve injuries.